
 

Mamma Mia Magic by Aldo Colombini - DVD

Mamma Mia Magic - cards and coins with that "Italiam" style!

Mamma-Mia! Thatsa Spicy Magic! 

Welcome to a bravura performance and teaching session with the master of
MammaMia Magic, Aldo Colombini. Aldo serves up a heaping helping of top-
notch magic for beginners, professionals and everyone inbetween. 

Highlighting this broadcast-quality DVD is a complete performance and
explanation of Aldo's world famous Cups & Balls routine.

SEE & LEARN:

CUPS & BALLS - Aldo's Cups & Balls routine is the highlight of this video!
Totally onginal and perhaps the most artistically creative Cups & Balls routine
you will ever see. It's very magical, visually exciting, and has a dynamite climax. 

MAMMA-MIA COIN ROUTINE - A very clean multi-phase coin routine that is
easy to do and has a climax where a chinese coin vanishes and then reappears
on a rope between two knots!

ACE-MBLY - An exceptionally-clean cards and coins (matrix) effect with a novel
surprise ending!

ALDO'S OIL & WATER - Great work on the classic Oil & Water! 

ITALIAN SALAD - An Oil & Water effect where the red cards and the black cards
are alternated and then placed into a card box. With a flick of the wrist. the red
cards seperate and fly out of the box! 

SPELL-O-ROMA - A card is selected and lost in the deck. To find it a spectator
calls out any person's name and this name is spelled with the cards. The
selection is found at the last letter! 

BAND-O-ROMA - A card is selected and lost in the deck. A rubber band is
wrapped twice arouno the deck. The rubber band then vanishes and reappears
around only one card - the selection! 
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SNAP JACK - A nifty transposition of a jack and two aces inside a card case.
Very Visual!

Running Time Approximately 1hr 24min
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